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FLUENCY 
Fluency Research Says... 

Successful Readers… 

 Have reliable strategies for decoding words  

 Read words for a sufficient number of times 

for words to become automatic 

 Rely primarily on letters in words rather than 

context or pictures to help with unfamiliar 

words 

 Focus on meaningful phrasing 

Proficient readers are so automatic with skills such 

as decoding (recognizing words), phonological 

awareness, and vocabulary that they focus attention 

on constructing meaning from text.  It is crucial 

that fluent readers are automatic.  Non-fluent read-

ers read word-by-word (robot reading) while fluent 

readers read with prosody (expression) and pacing.  
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Good readers read quickly, effort-

lessly, and with automaticity. When 

they read aloud or silently, they 

read with tone and expression, in-

serting appropriate pauses, and 

emphasizing appropriate words. If 

children labor to decode words, 

then they do not have attention or 

mental resources left over to dedi-

cate to comprehension and enjoy-

ment, which means they are not 

really reading, only word calling. 

Therefore one of the primary goals 

of reading is to enhance fluency. 

This pamphlet will give you strate-

gies and is designed to help pro-

vide ideas for you to increase your 

child’s fluency.  
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The most commonly used definition 

 of fluency is the ability to read  

aloud expressively, automatic and accurately 

with understanding. Fluency  

plays an important role in becoming a 

good reader. Good readers are fast,  

efficient problem solvers who use  

meaning and syntax as they quickly  

and efficiently decode unfamiliar  

words .  They read as if they were  

speaking. 

Ultimately, the purpose for reading is compre-

hension. There is no point to reading if not to 

gain information. While reading comprehension 

is the ultimate goal of reading, reading fluency 

is the key to achieving it! Without sufficient 

reading fluency, children will not have suffi-

cient comprehension. If we want children to 

comprehend we must teach them to be fluent 

first!  

What is Fluency? 

 

What can I do at home to 

improve my child’s read-

ing fluency?   

 Pre-reading and Re-reading: 
Provide  your child with many op-
portunities to read the same pas-
sages several times 

 Choral Reading: In choral, or uni-
son, have students read along as a 
group with a fluent adult reader. 

 

 Readers’ Theatre: Have students 
rehearse and perform before an 
audience from a dialogue-rich 
script derived from a book. 

      
 
 Student-Adult Reading: Have 

other adults read aloud to students.  
Parents should read aloud to their 
children at home.   

       

 Tape/CD-Assisted Reading: Al-
low students to practice oral read-
ing using audio tapes or CD’s.  
Have students read along in their 
books as they hear a fluent reader 
read the books on audio tapes or 
CD’s. 

 

 Model Fluent Reading: First, 

read aloud to students; then have 

students read the selection.  

Three Areas Necessary for Fluent 
Readers 

Decoding accuracy – the ability of 

readers to recognize words  accurately (correctly) in 

text. 

 

Automaticity – the ability of readers to 

decode words in text  (recognizing words quickly) 

Examples of automaticity:  

 shifting gears on a car 

 playing a musical instrument 

 playing a sport (serving a tennis ball) 

 

Prosody – the ability of readers to appropri-

ately use phrasing and expression.  Reading with 

prosody brings a book “to life” and engages the 

reader with the text. 


